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Last week we were able to send mails to users according to a mail list however we did not send mails periodically. After our weekly meeting last week, we notice that there will be lots of jobs must be done. For example, mailing must be done securely and filtering must be done to coming posts.

With respect to last week meeting, this week we decided to dealt mainly sending mails peridocially and fortunately we can manage to send mails to subscribed users per fiftheen minutes via our daily agent code. We also have dealt with security issues about sending mails and posts. After researching about this issue, we examine an SSL helper program and try to integrate with our newsserver. Furthmore, for security, we decided to implement a kind of filter mechanism which provides security by means of filtering posts according to inconvenience words they contain or senders that are blocked. Husna and Esin are responsible for security part of the project and they have been done neccesary researches and begun to coding.

Coming weeks, we will intend to finish SMTP part of the project and also we have to complete the admin side of the project. For this purpose, we make new arrangements, each of us is responsible new jobs like SSL, spam, attachment. Furthmore, we will integrate the SMTP part and NNTP part successfully according to CMP, after finishing the mail module of the project.